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80+ Ways to Get Traffic to your Blog/ Website 

& Build a Brand with Real, Relevant & Engaging Users 
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FOREWARD:  

 

Hi Guys,  

My name is Siddhant Satija ( You can call me Sidd ) , I had been fortunate enough to 

make a fortune out of the Internet. Blogging/ Affiliate Marketing/ Digital Services / Ad-

Network, I have done them all. Sufficient enough to make a real luxury living out of 

Delhi( India ). At the age of 26 I had been able to buy a 3 bedroom apartment in one of 

the costliest cities of India, Travel 5+ countries & be my own Boss. Yes, I can say that 

below given 80+ pointers have helped me achieve success, in being a Digital Marketer to 

where I am today. I have written them out based on my own research and experience.  

 

 

 

That’s me & my wife, Sapna from the Singapore Flyer, She too is the part of the Journey 

at BloggingVine and we both are living the Digital NoMad Lifestyle. 

 You always need a source of motivation, an inspiration and someone to constantly give 

you the push, She is the one who always pushed me to achieve the next milestone. 
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Sure Shot Ways To Drive   RELEVANT   Traffic 

We all seek enormous amount of traffic but somehow even after herculean efforts, the 

results are not fully visible. Where do we go wrong? Is it the strategy or its 

implementation? Well, there is no definite answer to this question but still there are 

some proven pointers which we can use on our website and improve our traffic in the 

long run. In this article, we will discuss some great yet simple ways to gain traffic on our 

website. This list is comprehensive and you can very well treat it is a ready reference to 

begin with the SEO part for your website. We have split the points in simple categories 

so that you can easily focus on the problem areas and begin focussed. 

On Your Website/Blog 

1. Develop an Email List 

You must focus on creating big and bigger email list. The more number of email IDs in 

the list means the higher possibility of traffic. Your subscribers will be the first ones to 

know whenever you have launched a new product or published a new article. They will 

give you the initial boost too so having a large number of members in the list definitely 

helps. 

 

2. Offers Freebies 

Giveaways and freebies keep things interesting. It is a great way to lure subscribers into 

participation, get more subscribers, and higher traffic. Decide upon a prize related to 

your niche, and email your list about the same. You can also promote the giveaway event 

on all of your social media handles. People love freebies so you can naturally expect a 
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higher range of involvement. You can initially start with offering tee shirts and laptop 

stickers and move on to bigger prizes as you progress. 

 

 

3. Snip.ly To Drive Traffic Back 

Share content with the help of Snip.ly link so that when people check it out, there’s a call 

to action as well. This you when you will share things, you are actually promoting 

yourself as well as other people’s sites. 

 

4. Combine Different Products 

Hit other products and blogs which sell products similar to you or serve the same 

category of users and suggest bundling your products with theirs. On launching the 

product, promote it to your audience and ask them to promote it to theirs. 

 

5. Taking Interviews 

You must request influencers of your niche for an interview. Make sure that you set a 

good set of questions and ask them out. When you ask a good set of questions, chances 

of your interview getting featured on the influencer’s website also increase. You will also 

get the opportunity of getting ranked for their name when people will search for that 

specific influencer. 
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6. Expert Roundup Post 

You can also prepare a round post and call out to different experts for their opinions. 

People will happily put forth their perspectives over call, email, or in person. Then, you 

simply need to record it and use the same in your expert post. This is a good move since 

you will focus on a huge number of experts and their huger audience set. You will also 

benefit from the credibility point of view. 

 

 

 

7. Review Companies And Products 

Reviews are also read by many people seriously so just try to review prominent products 

and companies as a weekend drill. All you need to do is show the review to them and ask 

for their opinions on the review. If they like it, they might even give you a backlink on 

their own site. So you get double benefit of showing up in the Google search for that 

specific product or company as well as a backlink from the website. 
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8. Post Job Listings 

Many people are constantly in the search of jobs and this is why job websites are so 

popular and aggressive in their own promotion. You can pull a new set of audience 

simply by making a job listing whenever you are in need of a team member. Ensure that 

the job listing is exciting to bring people to your website. 

 

 

9. Forums 

Forums are highly essential because they give a chance to the people to communicate 

their own ideas and doubts. Every good website has a dedicated forum where registered 

users socialize. You can use simple plugins on your website to add a forum and ask 

people to join it. It is observed that people keep on returning to the forums and thereby 

showing higher level of activity and engagement. This will lead to higher traffic and 

retention too. 
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Offsite 
10. Be Interviewed 

You can project yourself as an expert in front of other bloggers in your niche and ask 

them for an interview to be taken. You both can benefit in this since you will get a new 

set of audience and the other blogger will get a cool story in return to promote. In 

addition to this, you can also ask for interviews for expert roundups that other people 

are doing. When someone asks you your opinion regarding a particular story, product, 

or company, don’t hesitate in giving it. You can ask for a link back to your site with that 

quote of yours in return.  
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11. Participation In Forums And Commenting 

Check out prominent blogs with audience similar to yours. Whenever there is a new post 

notification, go to that blog and leave comments. Comments need not be a full 

explanation but sufficient enough to pass on an idea that you have a better source of 

information in the form of your website. Don’t self promote yourself aggressively though 

because it can result into your ban too thus, be justified in the matter of posting links. 

You can prepare a list of blogs related to your niche using Feedly or other RSS 

managers. 

 

12. Site Submission To Aggregators 

Submission of your website to site aggregators is a good way to get explored by other 

people who are in search for new sites to discover. The more number of people visit your 

website from those site aggregators, the higher you will be ranked which will bring even 

more traffic to you. 

13. Product Selling On Marketplaces 

List your product on prominent marketplaces such as Craigslist, Etsy, eBay, Shopify, 

and Amazon. This will give your product a higher reach, and more to give your product 

more reach. When you are shipping products, you can put a small note with your site 

address on it asking buyers to buy directly from the website. In return, you can offer 

minimal discounts too. 

14. Listing Of Physical Business 

If you run a physical business, get it listed on various platforms such as Foursquare, 

Yelp, and Google Maps. It will help you in two ways; first, more people will discover 

your business and your sales will improve. Second, your web presence will also increase 

and you might get featured in many local directories on the web. 
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15. eBook Listing On Amazon 

Develop an ebook out of great articles under a common theme and sell it away or launch 

it as a freebie on Amazon Kindle and Google Books. You will also get the opportunity of 

getting listed on a platform as big as Amazon. During that period, you can ask your users 

to download the ebook which will eventually give you a higher web presence and search 

results. Don’t forget to include a lot of backlinks in your ebook! 

16. Write Guest Posts 

You can contact bloggers in the same niche as yours and offer them a guest post. Then, 

simply use the opportunity to create an outstanding article and include backlinks to 

your site tactfully. Again, be very smart and justified in inserting links because otherwise 

you might be seen as a spammer. 

17. Reposting Content On Secondary Blog Networks 

Create a secondary blog network and republish all of your content on it with a link back 

to your site. Some of the popular blogging platforms are Tumblr, Quora, and 

Squarespace. You can post your blogs after you think a considerable time has passed 

and now the original article is not fetching as much traffic as it used to. This way, you 

will maintain the balance between the traffic on your secondary blog and your primary 

blog. Even more, you can publish the content as “posts” on social sites such to initiate 

conversations. To save time and efforts, you can use IFTTT to automatically republish 

them or you can choose to manually republish as and when you think the time is right. 

18. Wikipedia 

Wikipedia is a great platform to publicize your content and website. If you have gained 

some momentum in the web space, give it a boost by submitting yourself for a Wikipedia 

page. Within the page, you can link back to your main website for surge of traffic. Make 

a list of top 20 articles related to your niche and try submission in them. Suggest the 

Wikipedia editors to include a link back to your website as a reference. The link will be a 

nofollow link but it will however give you some traffic anyway. 
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19. Affiliate Marketing 

You can ask other people to sell your products by sending genuine leads. On every sale 

you make, a fixed percentage goes to the blogger or whosoever is promoting your 

product. Even if the visitors don’t buy, they will share the content or sign up for the list. 

 

 

20. Developing A Related Micro-Site 

Develop a related micro-site to give the chance to your audience to find you in other 

places too. You can create a micro site by posting limited content with a backlink to your 

main website. Think of the micro site as a summarized version or directory of your main 

website. 

21. Pitch to Link Roundups 

Link roundups are those posts (or a collection of links to those posts) which have 

awesome content from the past week or fortnight. Link roundups are practiced in every 

niche and they are kind of guaranteed to give you an escalation in the terms of traffic. 

Since not many bloggers but only the most popular ones make it up to the link 

roundups, getting featured in one is an achievement in itself. Roundups are prepared by 

bloggers who check out the content every week dedicatedly to include great posts. You 

can email them and submit your content link for their review. If they like it and your 

content has got really good value, you will be included in the roundup regardless of your 

traffic numbers. 

22. Planned Cross-Promotions 

Find out websites in your niche and offer to promote their website to your audience and 

in exchange, ask them to promote your website to their audience. You can promote in 
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the form of blog posts, backlinks, intentional mentions, and collaborations. You both 

can harness the potential of higher traffic from these and it also makes you look as 

healthy and fair in the competition space. 

23. Forward Your Content to Other Sites 

If you lack the time for guest posting, you can let other aggregator sites republish your 

content to cater to their audiences. However make sure that your article has links to 

your other related articles so that it creates a healthy backlink chain. This also helps 

with the SEO part. 

24. Use Of Medium For Repurposing Of Content 

Use Medium.com as a platform for repurposing your old content in the form of snippets 

or smaller posts with link backs to your main website. Medium has got a great range of 

readers so if your content gets chosen, you will get a whole new bunch of readers and 

therefore traffic too. 

 

25. Offer Promos On Coupon And Deals Websites 

Many websites offer coupon codes and deals to their users. Approach them asking for a 

listing on their website and in return, offer them a part of the commission from the sales 

generated through them. Since many people are in search for coupon codes and 

discounts, you will see a surge in your traffic on offering an awesome product on these 

kinds of websites. 
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26. Buying Newsletter 

Many a times it happens that someone is closing down the website or no longer active. 

You can approach such websites, assess their email list, and offer to buy it. Use the 

purchased email list to promote your own content. However, be cautious and go after 

only those newsletters which used to have some considerable repute and not bad history 

of spamming.  

 

Social Media 
27. Sharing Articles On Facebook, Twitter, And Linkedin 

All these platforms have a huge member base which you can harness to your benefit. 

Sharing links on these platforms is not a new thing but it remains essential for obvious 

reasons. Just be smart and focus on your target audience by dwelling deep into the 

dynamics of these social media platforms; in other words, understand when and where 

you have to spread the links, of course without spreading the links like a Californian 

wildfire. You can also increase the brand presence of your website by creating a page on 

Facebook or an account on Twitter and LinkedIn. 

 

28. Relevant Posts On Quora And Backlinking 

Quora is a popular platform to share your views and connect with likeminded audience. 

You can go ahead with posting relevant answers to the questions asked by the people. 

Further, you can insert backlinks of your website explaining how well your link can 

propose the answer in a better manner. And remember, the link should be absolutely 

relevant else it will downgrade the trust factor of the readers. Be cautious and don’t 

promote yourself aggressively because the audience on Quora is mature enough to 

distinguish between a helping link and a spammy link. 
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29. Using Twitter And Instagram Profile Link 

Use the twitter profile to add the URL of your website, newsletter, or a recent article. 

This way people can catch up with the latest post that you have created once they access 

your profile. Similar to Twitter, you can use the link space in Instagram too. Since 

Instagram offers only one place to put an external link, make sure to use this space 

wisely by putting the link to your best post or most popular post. In both of these 

platforms, the link on your profile will act as a gateway to the more awesome content 

you have to offer. 

 

30. Share Articles On Instagram 

You can take a quote out of your article, put it in a nice image or graphic and share it on 

Instagram. Since Instagram is a photo sharing app and doesn’t allow sharing whole of 

article or its link, doing this is a smart move. You can then ask people to go to your 

website and read the rest of the article comprehensively. 

31. Share Your Product On Product Hunt 

If you have a physical product to sell, you can get it featured on Product Hunt website 

and included in their inventory of new products. You are likely to get a lot of visitors on 

your website and simultaneously, you will also be able to sell products at a better rate. 
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32. Skype Link Addition 

Whenever you log into Skype for whatsoever reason, add a link to your website in the 

status. It will serve as a reminder to anyone you have connected with. They are very 

likely to check the link and see the latest ongoing on your website. Again, it is 

emphasised to put the best link because it will be act as a projection into your domain, 

content quality, and overall interest factor. 

33. Pinterest Profile Link Addition 

Like the apps mentioned above, Pinterest allows you to add a link. If your website is full 

of multimedia, a link on Pinterest will be highly helpful. You can extract more out of 

Pinterest by putting a relevant link to your website. it will allow people to discover your 

content and get indulged with it. Just share visuals related to your content on Pinterest 

and drive more people to your website. Be creative, think out of the box, and make 

something irresistible artsy to bring more people to your website. 

34. Podcast 

Here, your networking with other bloggers and content creators will really come to the 

rescue. Just find out someone who is ready to take your interview. All you need to do is 

appear as a guest and have a great conversation with the host. Make sure to mention 

your website name in the conversation and repeat it several times so that it gets imbibed 

in the memory of the listeners. It is a little psychology trick to make people remember 

your website. Or if you can’t seem to find anyone who is willing to take your interview, 

you can also start your own podcast! You can find out the influencers in your niche and 

interview them. As you will progress, you will find a higher audience base and more 

reach. 
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35. YouTube 

It is no secret that YouTube is a great platform. You can create videos and provide a 

push to your content. If you suck at making videos or appearing in the video itself, you 

can create interesting graphics or slides. Think of the areas your audience is interested 

in and incorporate the same in showcasing your products or ideas. You can use creative 

freedom here to the best use and offer diversity too. 

 

36. GitHub 

If you are a frequent visitor to GitHub, you can put a URL on your profile page and send 

people to your site directly. You can also help people out to determine the bugs and 

eliminate them. As a favour, you can ask them to click your profile and visit your 

website. This seems to be a little tiring task but if you happen to do it good, you can also 

ask them to share the link of your profile on their social media accounts and elsewhere. 
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37. Optimum Use Of Buffer And Edgar 

A good article deserves multiple sharing on multiple platforms. So if you post a good 

article multiple times, chances are it will be seen by a new set of people every time. You 

can use Buffer to schedule your posts. The best part is you can customize the frequency 

and the platforms to share the article link. Just think of the best time when you have the 

presence of the maximum of your audience and go ahead with it. You can also go ahead 

one step and use Edgar which adds your content to a library and shares it out on a 

schedule predefined by you. This way, you won’t have to keep buffering your posts in the 

future! Time saved! 

38. Google+ 

Yes, relatively few people use Google+ but that shouldn’t stop you from using this 

amazing platform because having a presence on Google+ improves your overall Google 

presence too. And moreover, Google+ has dedicated communities related to every field 

so using it as a niche space to share your articles is highly recommended. Also, the 

content is categorized by the means of tags so use appropriate hashtags related to your 

content. You can also have a G+ profile with a link of your website to focus more on the 

new audience and bring them to your website. 

39. Snapchat 

Snapchat, again, is a cool platform to expand your reach. Simply use your Snapchat 

name and Snapcode on your blog and call out to the people to follow you. So whenever 

you post a new content, take some cool snaps of it (preferably with a graphic), and ask 

people to go through it.  

40. WhatsApp 

WhatsApp is undoubtedly the biggest of the messaging platforms and if you are not 

using it till now, you are missing a great deal. The best part is, WhatsApp has got a 

gigantic user base which comprises of people from all parts of the world! You can use 

WhatsApp to ask people to share your content using the dedicated share buttons. Since 

sharing on WhatsApp is fairly easy, chances are really high that your article/ content 

lands in millions of WhatsApp groups related to your niche. 
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41. SlideShare 

Mostly used by students and professionals, SlideShare is a good platform to share your 

content, especially if it is related to the areas of their interest. The best way to use 

SlideShare is to create a beautiful summary in the form of pointers of your content and 

prepare a visually appealing slide of it. Further, you can add links of your articles just in 

case if the reader wants to get more of your content and research in deep. This way, you 

will also be featured in the SlideShare content network, where you can be found by 

many people who prefer slides to learn. 

 

42. Infographics 

Infographics really stand out for their appeal and creativity. You can liberally use 

Infographics for your best posts and share them on multiple platforms to drive traffic to 

your website.  In case you are not really good at infographics, you can use readymade 

templates too. Ensure that your infographic has a back link to your website. In other 

way, you can create an infographic and put it in the content. This way, you will also get 

the benefit of Google Image search. 
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43. Enabling Social Sharing 

People no longer copy links to share the content; the same has been replaced by 

dedicated sharing buttons. So, simply put a lot of buttons to share the content on 

different social media platform. A simple and intuitive set of buttons will increase the 

chances of social sharing and you already know how beneficial it is.  

 

44. Tagging people 

If your content is good, you can ping prominent people in your circle inviting them to 

take a look. You can also tag them in the posts on your social media handles to draw 

their attention. Chances are your post will be liked, shared, and commented upon if the 

content is of value. A good move will be to curate a separate list of influencers and 

important people in your niche and send a mail to them whenever you create a good 

valuable post. 

45. Twitter chats 

Twitter chats are amazing. You can connect with millions of people in a conversation. 

For finding out the best of chats related to your niche, you can search by hashtags and 

join in by creating a tweet of your own and putting the same hashtag and 2-4 other 

hashtags related to the main tag. If you get a reply from someone enquiring more about 

the topic, you can drop a link of your website so that they can follow up easily. If you 

don’t seem to find any relevant chat, you can create a chat of your own and include 3-4 
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related hashtags. Another good move will be to share the chat details (day, date, and 

time) on your other social media handles. This way, your active fans and following will 

also join in. 

46. Live Video Streaming 

You can use live video streaming session for your followers. Twitter’s new app, 

Periscope, Facebook, and Instagram already allow for live streaming where you can 

answer questions of your followers. Live video streaming is a good move once you have 

gathered a considerable following because it creates a person connection between you 

and your followers. To make the streaming more interesting, you can organize a Q and A 

session as well. 

 

 

 

47. Yahoo And Facebook Groups 

A group is a virtual congregation of like-minded people where they talk about mutual 

interest and discuss things out. You can either join an already existing group or create 

one of your own. Yahoo, Google, and Facebook offer groups where you can post your 

articles and invite people to review and discuss them. In return, you can answer their 

queries, review others’ articles, and comment. A suggestion while choosing groups is to 

pick the groups with high level of activity and members. Sometimes, these two are not 

related but do join at least 5-6 groups so as to increase the visibility and chances of 

sharing. 
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48. Post To Slack Teams 

Go ahead and share your articles in the Slack Teams you are a member of. You can also 

share link to another place where you have posted the article already so that they can 

upvote it (as in Quora) and comment too. To not get into any sort of trouble, you can 

also create your own Slack community and share your content there. 

49. Reddit 

Find a suitable subreddit and share your content and products there. Since Reddit 

doesn’t like self promotion, you will have to be careful around it. Just don’t go there and 

throw links randomly. Follow the guidelines of Reddit and check for what is allowed to 

post. Going ahead, you can organize an AMA session where people on Reddit can ask 

you questions and you will answer them as an expert in your niche. The session can be 

fun and informative, both at the same time. 

 

 

 

 

50. Content Submission 

Apart from Reddit, you can also share your content on Inbound, GrowthHackers, or 

Triberr. As long as you don’t follow spammy practices, maintain a balance between 

posting links and comments/ participation, you will drive a good deal of traffic out of 

them.  
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Email Newsletters and Outreach 

51. Email New Posts 

Whenever you create a new post, create a newsletter of the same informing people about 

it. In the initial stages, people might be reluctant to entertain the mail but once you pick 

up, there is no looking back. This is the reason email newsletters remain popular till 

date. In the mail body itself, you can also ask people to share your content on their social 

media handles and to those friends who they think might be interested in the content or 

the product. 

 

 

52. Asking For Suggestions And Surveying 

In the mail, ask your readers about the things and topics they would be like to read on. 

Ask for their opinions on your previous posts and you might just get new ideas to write 

upon. You can also get some amazing places to promote your content on. Further, you 

can create a poll and invite your users to participate. Simple options in the poll make it 

more interesting and less annoying. 
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53. Email List Swapping 

Find out other bloggers of your niche and invite them to swap email lists. This will help 

both of you with new set of email IDs to send newsletters to. You can also ask other 

person to promote your content or product in return of promoting their content or 

product in your email newsletter. This way, you both will help each other in driving 

traffic. 

54. Email Signature 

In your email signature, set your name to link to your website or simply put your 

website link beneath your name. Include an interesting and funny call to action to divert 

the attention. If you have got a team, ensure that everyone has their email signature 

which will drive back the traffic to your website. 

 

55. Setting Up An Autoresponder 

This is a nice habit which also puts you in a good light of the people. Whenever you are 

away, make sure that you have set up a “vacation” auto-responder which will let people 

know that you are away and will reply whenever you are back. In the body of the mail, 

you can also include a call to action for the people to check your website out for any 

query which has already been answered in detail on the website. 
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56. Natural Email Harvesting 

Asking for email addresses in an aggressive manner does little good and more harm. 

However, this shouldn’t stop you from asking people their email addresses. But give 

people some value in the form of a giveaway, a free ebook, or something which they find 

worthy of. It need not be a physical gift but something that truly speaks of the awesome 

content that you create. 
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Search Engine Optimization 

57. Optimization Of Content 

This is the basic step towards making your website more Google friendly. Just start 

focussing on the content and follow the latest algorithms and search engine trends that 

come up. Ranking content on Google is not an easy task, we admit that, but with a right 

approach and patience combined with a thoughtful strategy, you will see the results. 

Focus on value content, keywords frequency and placement, and use of multimedia. 

 

 

58. Backlinks 

Backlinks( Offpage SEO), when done right, improves content value greatly. Since 

backlinks can be done inter-site as well as intra-site, you have a great opportunity here 

to expand your reach. Choose only healthy and good websites as a target for intersite 

linking, request them to give you a backlink and offer them the same. Show them how 

valuable your content is and how it can strengthen their article. In the same manner, 

when you have composed an article, try to find out old posts which can relate to the 

current article and backlink them. 
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59. Meta Tags On Images And Google Images 

Whenever you upload an image to your website, add a handful of meta-tags to it. Images 

with relevant meta-tags get picked up on Google Images, which results into higher 

traffic to your website. Because the images will already have meta-tags, they will also 

improve the article linking. Also, rename the image to your main keyword for extra 

brownie points. 

60. Guest Posts 

Guest posts will remain evergreen. Get high value writers to write on your website. This 

way, you both can benefit in the manner of new audience, increased exposure, and 

possibility of even more collaborations. Guest posts are of more value when 

accompanied by live streaming or videos or meet-ups before or after. This is a trend 

which is followed by many YouTubers so you can also follow the same regarding your 

content or products. 
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In Person 
61. Sponsor Events And Conferences 

Check your local listings and find out if there is an event happening related to your 

niche. Contact the organizers and offer them to become a sponsor. The people who are 

interested in the event will check the list of sponsors and eventually visit the website, 

sooner or later. Once you have got a considerable following, you can also host a 

conference or a seminar. In this, you can call upon other experts related to your domain. 

Those who are already engaged with your website will invite the like-minded people 

giving you an exposure boost. 

 

 

 

62. Meetups 

Attend as many meetups as you can and try to make friends with the hosts and the ones 

who attend such meet-ups regularly. The more you indulge, the better are chances of 

your exposure to the world. You can attend an already happening meet-up or create 

your own. In meet-ups, you can conduct an interactive session of QnA, fun games, 

expert sessions, feedback on your content and products, presentations, and much more. 
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63. Workshops 

Check out for experts in your area who can conduct a workshop as per your target 

market. Then, host an event where they give a presentation or discuss their work with 

the audience on a given topic. This will help you in pooling with the local experts, 

project them as authority, and simultaneously get traffic from their following as well. 

 

Products 
64. Mobile Application 

A mobile app is the need of today since a majority of the functions are carried out on the 

smartphone itself. You can get a mobile app developed and ask people to access your 

content on it along with the website. An app, even if simple, projects you to a different 

space in the eyes of the users. A cool interface is like a cherry on the top. You can also 

offer discounts or giveaways on accessing your content or buying your product from the 

app. 

65. Browser Extension 

Browser extension increases the adaptability of your website and makes it versatile. If 

you have a product which people need often and as a reference, get browser extension 
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made for Opera, Firefox, Chrome, and Safari. Browser extension will help in searching 

for the relevant information in a user friendly manner and also increase the appeal for 

the ease it offers. Also, extensions serve as a reminder for people to come back to your 

website. 

 

66. Install Discover 

Discover is a great utility to increase your reach. When users will explore other Discover 

sites, they will see suggestions of your website on an article related to yours. This way, 

you can get a good hike in the traffic numbers. 

67. Video Courses and Teaching Products 

You can create video courses and upload them to Udemy and similar websites. Having 

your presence on such websites will increase your prominence and get you indirect 

traffic. Your video will be featured in their library and if your video becomes popular, 

you will also be promoted to their audience. Similar to Udemy, you can promote your 

content on CreativeLive website. It is seen as an authority website so you will have a 

good web presence, as a result of which you will get higher traffic. 

 

 

68. Create a Teachable Course 
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In addition, you can host a course on your own site using Teachable. Basically, the only 

lag is that you don’t have a library to promote yourself so you will have to work a little 

harder to curate your course and promote it across various platforms. 

Media and Press 
69. Radio and TV 

Contact local radio or TV stations in your area and ask if they are willing to take an 

interview of yours on the topics relevant to your niche. When you project yourself as an 

expert, it adds up to the interest factor and makes their task easier. If at that moment, 

they don’t have a slot, just drop in your contact details and request them to call you up 

whenever there is a planned show related to you. When you are live, make sure to 

mention your website several times but naturally. 

70. Google News 

If you are running a news website or putting a lot of time bound content, chances of 

your website getting featured on Google News are high. Once you make it to Google 

News, give yourself a pat on the back. Google News has a tremendous potential in 

exposure to millions of people across the world because people tend to search for news 

according to keywords.  

71. HARO 

HARO (help a reporter out) is a great platform to connect with local reporters who are 

seeking experts’ opinions on certain topics. Reporters need their opinions and 

interviews so that they can further enrich the content by including quotes and remarks. 

Go to HARO and select the domains you have got expertise in. Once any reporter is 

seeking an expert opinion on any topic related to yours, you will get an email 

notification about the same. Then, if you get to be interviewed, you can mention an 

article or part of site related to the interview. 
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Advertising 
72. Pinterest and Instagram 

Pinterest and Instagram are highly recommended for advertisements if you have a lot of 

visual content on your palette. You can do advertising in two manners in Instagram, 

either pay someone with a huge following to promote your website or simply buy ads to 

show up in people’s feeds. 
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73. StumbleUpon  

In StumbleUpon, you can jump from one website to another for viewing or reading 

something interesting. You can promote yourself on their ad network and get preferred 

position in the recommendations of the users. More visibility means more traffic. Try 

StumbleUpon if you have interesting and catchy headlines. Since the attrition rate is 

high on StumbleUpon, make sure that you have really interesting to grab the attention 

of people. 

 

 

74. Reddit Ads 

Reddit offers article indexing and discussion. It offers ad platform as well. One of the 

main benefits of advertising on Reddit is that you can determine the set of people going 
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through definite subreddits and focus your ad on them for more effect. This increases 

the chances of getting viewed and visited to a great degree. 

 

75. Twitter, Yahoo and Bing Ads 

You can use Twitter, Yahoo, and Bing to promote your website by placing ads. Since the 

ad network of these three websites is not relatively strong, the ad prices are less too. You 

can invest small sum and just experiment on the traffic on your website. 

 

76. Facebook Ads 

Facebook is a prominent place for ads. It has got a huge audience and a strong ad 

network too. You can focus on Facebook ads in a better manner because it allows 

retargeting, boosting articles, and focussing on targeted users. 

77. LinkedIn Ads 

If you run a website related to your business, LinkedIn is a good platform. People use 

LinkedIn whenever they are in searching for something related to jobs, industry, 

domain updates, or anything professional. Promoting your ads for such people is highly 

likely to get you visitors on your main website as well as social media handles. 

 

78. Google Search And Display Ads 

Google search ads are the most powerful of all because it lets you skip all the SEO part. 

And yes, it comes at a great price too. Depending upon the niche you are in, the rates 
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can be quite expensive however if you can afford, it shouldn’t stop you from 

experimenting. Another option of Google ads is through creating display ads which are 

in the form of banners on other people’s websites. You can create ads keeping people 

related to your niche in mind and according to the search dynamics, Google will show 

the banners to them on other people’s websites. 

79. Retargeting Ads 

You can deploy “retargeting pixel” to send people back to your website after they have 

already visited your website for some product or content. Since such people have already 

visited your website in the past, showing them the ad of your website is more likely to 

make them go back to your website. This retargeting pixel works well with Facebook, 

Google, and Twitter. For more advanced effects, you can show them the ads of those 

products which they were looking at on your website. 

80. Mobile Ads 

Mobile ads are great because of simplicity and high potential. If you have an app or 

mobile optimized landing page, you can show ads in between and drive people to your 

website. 

81. Purchasing Ads On Other Niche Sites 

There are many other established blogs and websites where you can put ads related to 

your products. You can talk to them and negotiate ad placement. One benefit is that you 

will get immediate exposure to the targeted audience and second is that you will have to 

pay less when you put an ad out of the Google’s display network.  

82. Getting Sponsors For Spreading Your Ads 

You can also reach out to influencers and request them to promote your products in 

their newsletters. People take newsletters from established bloggers seriously and 

having your product mentioned in their mail can have a huge impact on your traffic. 

Similar to purchasing ad on the niche websites, these promotions are highly targeted so 

the customer conversion rate is high. 

83. Outdoor Ads 

You need not limit yourself to web for promoting yourself through ads. You can try the 

good old methods of physical outdoor advertisements too. Depending upon your 

services, website, and products, you can also utilize inexpensive billboards to advertise 

yourself. Feature a cool slogan, an appealing graphic, or a cartoon to instantly increase 

the appeal. Of course, this is an unconventional method when you think of web services 

in context but you never know what “clicks”! 
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84. Print Ads 

You can also choose to advertise yourself in print magazines. You must have seen car 

insurance websites featuring themselves in automobile magazines. Similarly, you can 

pick magazines related to your niche and feature yourself in them. This prospect is 

cheaper than web ads but have a good impact because of the not so typical approach. 

Start off with selecting three magazines at first and contact them for the rates. As per 

your budget, choose a magazine and see the results. 

 

Conclusion 

These methods are not exhaustive and of course, there are hundreds of other ways too to 

promote the content, sell the product in an aggressive manner, and drive more traffic to 

the website. Use those methods which work the best for you and find out if they actually 

brought the results you desired for. You can also combine multiple strategies together to 

determine a combine effect. In the last, don’t spam, be fair, and use all these methods in 

moderation. Getting traffic is not really tough; you just need a strategic and holistic 

approach towards it! Best of luck with the methods and do let us know which worked for 

you! 


